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THE Ml·Al LINK ROAD IN NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL OBSERVATION ALONG THE A14 ROAD·CORRIDOR 

1989·94 

by lain Soden and Brian Dix 

INTRODUCTION 

The Ml·Al Link Road, now designated route number A14, was opened on 15 July 1994. At approximately 40 

miles (64 km) long it completed the missing link in a through route from the east coast port of Felixstowe to the M1 

and M6 motorways, improving access into Europe from the English midlands and north. 

The present report records the archaeological remains which were disturbed by the creation of the road through 

Northamptonshire between 1989 and 1994. In addition to gathering the information into a gazetteer of sites and 

findspots, individual instances of salvage·recording are placed within the context of previous knowledge, as largely 

reached by the fieldwork of Richard Barcham which was undertaken for the Department of Transport by the 

Northamptonshire County Council Archaeology Unit in 1983·5. The report also considers the suitability of the 

methodology of this type of archaeological watching brief and the extent to which its results can inform future 

research strategies, both in the questions to be asked and in the manner of recording further similar schemes . 

Subsequent to funding preliminary survey of the proposed route of the new road, the Department of Transport 

through its Network Management Division, now part of the Highways Agency, also commissioned an 

archaeological watching brief during construction. Particular thanks arc due to various regional officers for their 

forbearance and especially to (he consulting engineers, Brian Colquhoun and Partners, who together with individual 

contractors facilitated access for observation and recording. Work a( Islip (5) and BUTton Latimer (5) was 

separately funded by English Heritage. 
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All of the fieldwork reports and related materials have been combined into a single archive which is currently held 

oy Nonnamplonsmre county Councll. The ongmal oOservations and recordmg were largely carried out by Graham 

Cadman, Mark Holmes and Tim Sharman on behalf of the former county Archaeology U nit. In preparing the results 

for publication illustrations have been re-drawn by Lesley Collett. The pottery has been examined by Paul 

Blinkhorn. 

BACKGROUND OF ENQUIRY 

Setting 

The M1-A1 link road (A14) cuts across Northamptonshire, from Junction 19 of the Ml motorway at the west to east 

of Thrapston where it continues into Cambridgeshire. The total length of the road within the county is 

approximately 25 miles (40 km). 

The route passes through a largcJy rural landscape, and by its very nature the road was intended to link existing 

communications-networks, rather than population centres. As a result little of an urban archaeological natufe was 

affected. Previous field survey by Barcham (1984, 13) showed that 50% of threatened land was arable with a 

further 46% pasture. Miscellaneous uses made up the remainder. 

Visible evidence of historic land-use was confined to areas of former ridge-and-furrow cultivation and other pre

enclosure earthworks, amounting to 35% of the pastoral lands. Since these invariably related to settlements which 

had persisted to the present day, they were largely skirted hy the new road. The effect was thus to exclude all good

quality medieval or later remains from the corridor. In consequence, almost all of the affected archaeological sites 

lay beneath parts of the landscape which had been given over to farming both in the medieval period and 

subsequently. 
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Geology 

The underlying geology has to a varying extent influenced the patterns of occupation from the Neolithic to the 

present. 

In simple terms it constitutes a transect across the Jurassic ridge, rising in the west from the Triassic sandstones and 

marls of the Midland Plain to late Jurassic Oxford Clay in the east (OS Geological Survey, sheets 170-1, 185-6). 

For almost its entire length through Northamptonshire, the link-road lies on Jurassic lias and oolites, with younger 

deposits progressing eastwards. From Lower Lias at Catthorpe in Leicestershire the route climbs onto the Middle 

Lias at the Grand Union canal, which itself is perfectly sited to skirt and exploit the geological division. Thence it 

runs into the Upper Lias and the overlapping Inferior Oolite Series around Naseby, effectively at the top of the 

ridge, though in reality more an enormous escarpment. Outcrops of both alternate thereafter with the tributary 

system of the River Ise around Harrington, Rothwell and Kettering until the road crosses onto the Great Oolite 

Series on the eastern bank of the river. The geology thereafter is fairly constant apart from exposures of Cornbrash 

around Islip and the recurrence of the Inferior Oolite Series and Upper Lias in the sides of the Nene valley at Islip 

and Thrapston. Ascending from this point the road leaves Northamptonshire at the east on Oxford Clay where it 

remains until crossing the Al road near Huntingdon. 

The conceived archaeological potential 

The value of archaeological studies of such schemes as the Ml-Al link road lies in the patterns of ancient settlement 

and former occupation which can be discerned within the broad geological landscape and its subdivisions. 

The local topography along the route, together with the underlying geology in any immediate locality, may begin to 

suggest avenues of research and areas with potential returns, where existing knowledge of surviving remains in the 
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area is at best partial, at worst absent. 

Since the un predicted and the unassumed only serve to modify the existing record, a research framework designed 

within specific parameters to encompass gaps in knowledge might therefore yield returns of information, even whcrc 

an arbitrary transect across an historic landscape apparently takcs no account of site-types, dates and individual 

character. Thus, in the case of the MI-A 1 link road, the pertinent archaeological questions were centred upon the 

contrast of geology between the western and eastern parts of the route. 

The eastern part has witncssed a variety of archaeological fieldwork over many years, principally around the Nene 

valley on lands where the predominant farming practices have been arable and applications for sand and gravel 

quarrying have been plentiful. This has resulted in rcgular, widespread opportunities for fieldwalking and rescue

oriented excavations which have considerably enhanced knowledge of the settlemcnt patterns of the area at any 

particular period. 

By contrast, in the area to the west farming practice has been predominantly pastoral since at least enclosure (the 

carliest, LiIbourne, in 1680; the latest, Naseby, in 1820; Elkington was enclosed any time after its desertion in the 

15th century). The different geology has also provided fewer opportunities for mineral-working. While the 

combined eUect might suggest that this part of Northamptonshire may be almost devoid of archaeological remains, 

the apparent absence of sites ret1ects only a lack of recorded archaeology, brought about by minimal fieldwork 

opportunities. The creation of the link-road was therefore seen as potentially filling enormous gaps in the state of 

knowledge. 

Public perception of the archaeological value of the proposed route was focused on that section which took in the 

traditional site of the English Civi I War battlefield at N aseby (1645). Vociferous opposition resulted in a set of very 

high public expectations of what might be found if fieldwork was to be concentrated there. Battlefields and their 

aftermaths have, on occasion, left very conspicuous remains such as those excavated at Repton, Derbyshire (AD874: 

Medieval Archaeol, 27 (19R3), 172-3; Biddle and Kjolbye-Biddlc 1992, 45). Few such sites have been 
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investigated, however, with the result that expectations could not be set against the results of fieldwork elsewhere . 

In the event the results from Naseby were unspectacular, with much of the land having been ploughed extensively. 

In addition, it is accepted that battles are tluid entities, not static, and in consequence their remains may be thinly 

spread over a wide area. More significantly, at Naseby recent research has been able to pinpoint the particular 

aspects of the battle more accurately, showing the major action to have taken place more distantly from the village. 

Thus, the new link road only separates the site of the Parliamentarian baggage-train from the rest of the battlefield 

and is itself screened from the main area of fighting by two natural ridges. Naseby remains one of the best 

preserved of all England's battletields. 

Preliminary survey 

A programme of ficldwalking was carried out by Richard Barcham between 1983 and 1985 along the preferred 

route of the link road (Barcham 1984). The aim was to enhance the information already held by the county Sites 

and Monuments Record, which had itself been gleaned partly from the previous county-wide survey by the Royal 

Commission on Historical Monuments for England. Some work was also undertaken along possible alternative 

routes as were defined at the time. 

Primary research was concentrated upon a 400m-wide corridor centred on the proposed road. The results which arc 

relevant to the finally adopted route are summarised below in the gazetteer, and other information is retained in 

archive (cf Barcham 1984). 

ARCHAEOLOGY AND ROAD CONSTRUCTION 

Linear routes chosen for any reason other than purely archaeological could be argued to have a limited value, in that 

any sites thus located are arbitrarily 'selected' and will defy meaningful interpretation (d Fowler 1980). The results 

might be useful only to provide a ratio of sites per kilometre or kilometres per site (ihid, 22-4). Although at first 

glance this may seem to be an inappropriate over-simplification, it may nevertheless provide a useful guide to the 
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relative densities of settlement in an area where all other information is lacking. 

Such figures cannot be adduced for the MI-Al link road, however, simply because too many small sites or 

individual features remain undated. Yet, some basic statistics may be employed, if only to establish a comparison 

between the two halves of the route and to begin to model settlement density at given periods in the hitherto little-

researehe area of the western end of the road. 

The results are based upon fieldwork carried out in the first instance by Graham Cadman, Tim Sharman and Mark 

Holmes of the Northamptonshire Archaeology Unit until 30 April 1992, when responsibility was passed to the 

organisation's Contracts Section (now Northamptonshire Archaeology). Additional recording was provided 

throughout by Steve lones. Work was ably complemented by Burl Bellamy, who drew attention to the inhumation 

cemetery at Week Icy (1). 

Site occurrence 

Eighty-nine sites (including finds' scatters) were noted, comprising: 1 mesolithic; 2 neolithic; 2 bronze age; 5 iron 

age; 15 (undated) prehistoric; 9 Romano-British; 2 Anglo-Saxon; 10 medieval; and 9 post-medieval. Among them 6 

sites were multi-period. Thirty-four other sites were undated and largely comprised earth-cut features which lacked 

associated artefacts. In some instances there was not sutl1cient time within the soil-stripping programme to enable 

an exhaustive search for dating material. 

Given that several sites lay close to previously known remains, some might not represent new discoveries but rather 

may form an outlier or other part of the existing settlement pattern. Such instances are no! always clear and must 

necessarily qualify any interpretation of spatial distribution. 

Individual sites were recorded as follows at either side of the geological division based on the River lse, where the 

western area comprises the parishes of Lilbourne, Clay Coton, Elkington, Cold Ashby, Naseby, Clipston, and 



Kelmarsh; and in the east, Harrington, Pytchley, Weekley, Burton Latimer, Islip, Woodford, and Thrapston. 

West East 

all prehistoric 14  11  

Romano-British 8 1 

Anglo-Saxon 1 1 

medieval 9 1 

post-medieval 8 1 

undated 29 5 

Total (89) 69 20 

Fifty-four sites might arguably be called 'occupation sites', and distinct features were observed at each. The 

geological characteristics of their position may suggest possible locational preferences. Finds' scatters, although 

possibly denoting the close proximity of a site, have not been included in these figures because they lack associated 

context. The sites and differing geologies comprise: 

Glacial sand and gravel (1) 

Alluvium (1) 

Boulder Clay (12) 

1st terrace river gravels (2) 

2nd terrace river gravels (6) 

Lower Lias Clay (2) 

Middle Lias Clay (1) 

Upper Lias Clay (7) 

Lower Estuarine Series (4) 

Lower Lincolnshire Limestone (l) 

Northampton Sand (17) (Total 54). 
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Despite the diff1culty of identifying preferred locations at any given period, it might be postulated that another 

arbitrary transect across 'x' km of Northampton Sand or the same distance on Boulder Clay or 2nd terrace river 

gravels could be expected to disturb or expose 'y' sites regardless of date. 

Such expectations can be considered reasonable if the rate of recognition is constant on the full variety of subsoils 

present. Always a matter of subjectivity however, an individual's ability to see a range of features against a variety 

of background textures and colours can have a distinct and potentially measurable effect upon the rate of sites 

recognised. A monitoring system built into the site-recording might test this in future work, but it was not done for 

the MI-Allink road. Consequently, the incidence of sites lost without recognition remains imponderable. 

Lessons 

The protracted watching brief which revealed most of the sites produced some anomalous results in that the initial 

work was dictated by the cutting of the side drainage-ditches for the road. Many of the features which were then 

recorded (some of them relatively large) failed to show up in the later work on the corridor topsoil-strip. This is 

because in many instances the machinery used to strip the overburden removed all of the archaeology in a single 

pass. Clearly there are major shortcomings in the employment of a watching-brief on such a scheme. 

Additionally, even if features are not so deeply scraped away, the speed at which the contractors' plant moves often 

renders it impossible to spend sufficient time to characterise or date the exposed features hefore they are destroyed. 

Thirty-four sites, or 30% of the total remain undated for these reasons. 

If the approach taken is to be modified for such road-schemes in the futurc, it may be argued that work needs to be 

specifically targeted at individual chosen sites within a framework of stated research priorities. Informed selectivity 

remains a key to eliciting high-quality information from well-preserved sites of accepted importance. Such selection 

can only be effected through a rigorous, in-depth process of evaluation as laid down in the November 1990 issue of 

the Department of the Environment guidance document 'Planning Policy Guidance note 16' (PPG Hi). Processes 

there outlined have morc recently been expanded upon in the Department of Transport's own Design Manual for 
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Roads and Bridges, vol 11 section 3 part 2. These guidelines are to be welcomed, as specifically designed to 

provide measured approaches to the assessment of the impact on archaeological remains by road�schemes. 

GAZETI'EER OF SITES WITIlIN THE BUILT ROAD-CORRIDOR 

Individual observations are arranged by modern parish from west to east, with reference to entries in the county 

Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) as appropriate. 

Lilboume (FIG 2) 

1. Ridge and Furrow between SP 5750 7808 and SP 5775 7800. Related cultivation remains were 

previously noted extending through Stanford parish to Clay Coton (Barcham 1984, 2). 

2. Undated ditch on second terrace river gravels at SP 5770 7800. 

3. Ridge and Furrow between SP 5775 7800 and SP 5825 7785. 

4. Former stream�course and undated ditch on second terrace river gravels at SP 5820 7785. 

Clay Coton (FIGS 2, 3) 

1. Romano�British and Post-Medieval pottery scatter on second terrace river gravels between SP 5970 7765 

and SP 6070 7755. 

2. Modern bottle-dump at SP 6035 7760. 



3. Ridge and Furrow between SP 6035 7760 and SP 6055 7755. 

Elkington (FIGS 3, 4) 

1. A flint scraper was found at SP 6090 7753. 

2. Undated ditch on second terrace river gravels at SP 6130 7752. 

3. Small Post-Medieval pottery scatter at SP 6130 7752. 

4. Widespread Romano-British pottery scatter between SP 6140 7752 and SP 6220 7755. 

5. Possible Romano-British ditch located on L)wer Lias Clay at SP 6150 7753. A dense scatter of Romano

British pottery was recorded previously at SP 615 774 (Barcham 1984,2). 

6. Romano-British ditch/slot on Lower Lias Clay at SP 6156 7753 (SMR 6177002). 

7. Worked flint scatter at SP 6240 7758. Scatters of Mesolithic flints and Romano-British pottery recorded 

previously at SP 627774 and SP 637 775 respectively (Barcham 1984,3; SMR 27(6). 

8. Worked flints and undefined features on Middle Lias Clay around SP 6280 7765. 

9. Mcsolithic & Neolithic t1ints, Iron Age pottery, and medieval tite scatters between SP 62RO 7765 and SP 

63607785. 
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10. Ridge and Furrow at SP 6290 7765. 

11. Worked flint and Romano-British pottcry scatters between SP 6360 7785 (Elkington) and SP 6560 7790 

(Cold Ashby). Other flints were recovered previously at SP 659 780, close to cropmark site SMR 1817 

(Barcham 1984, 3). 

Cold Asbby (FIGS 4, 5) 

1. Undated ditch, Im wide, in alluvium at SP 6625 7825. 

2. Undated ditch on Upper Lias Clay at SP 6650 7821. 

3. Undated ditch in Upper Lias Clay at SP 6651 7821. 

4. Worked flint scatter between SP 6650 7820 and SP 6655 7822. A scatter of similar material, possibly the 

same, was noted at SP 665 782, although advanced crop-growth prevented systematic collection (Barcham 

1984,3). 

Naseby (FIGS 5-7) 

1. A series of undated earth-cut features on Upper Lias Clay around SP 6675 7825. 

2. Undated ditch, Im wide x O.5m dcep, cut into Boulder Clay at SP 6700 783(t It was U-shaped and had 

been backfilled with clay; it was buried beneath 0.25m of ploughsoil. 

3. Worked ilint and Romano-British pottery scatters between SP 6705 7832 and SP 6800 7851. 
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4. Undated ditch, 4m wide x 0.8m deep, in Boulder Clay at SP 6740 7835. It had been backfilled with clay 

5. Undated ditches on Boulder Clay at SP 6750 7838. 

6. The area formerly thought to lie within the site of the battlefield of Naseby (SMR 6778005). The corridor, 

running between SP 678 784 and SP 687 787, disturbed no archaeological features which can be ascribed 

to the activities or positions of the opposing armies. 

7. Undated ditch on Boulder Clay at SP 6755 7838. 

8. Backfilled hollow, 22m long and cut 0.8m deep into Boulder Clay, observed at SP 6760 7840. Undated. 

9. Undated earth-cut feature, 5m wide x O.3m deep, in Boulder Clay at SP 6775 7842. 

10. Ridge and Furrow between SP 6780 7845 and SP 6850 7860. A possible windmill mound was identified 

previously at SP 681 784 (Barcham 1984, 3; SMR 3609). 

11. Medieval and Post-Medieval pottery scatter, along with worked flints, between SP 6825 7860 and SP 6840 

7865. 

12. Undated earth-cut feature on Upper Lias Clay at SP 6880 7878. 

13. Worked flint scatter around SP 68957880. 
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14. Modern (19-20C) trackway, lOm wide, on Upper Lias Clay at SP 6900 7880. A nearby cropmark at SP 

()YU 7':11 may relate to a worked flint scatter (Barcham 1984, 4; SMR 2646). 

15. An undated pit, three ditches, and a separate burnt area on Northampton Sand at SP 6915 7882. All 

contained quantities of charcoal. 

16. Undated ditch on Northampton Sand at SP 6920 7882. Nearby survey located a scatter of early/middle 

Saxon, Medieval and Post-Medieval pottery, brick and tile at SP 6915 7882. 

17. Undated ditch on Northampton Sand at SP 6925 7885. A scatter of worked flints, Iron Age, Romano

British and early/middle Saxon pottery lay close to cropmarks, including a possible hengiform structure, at 

SP 692 790 (Bareham 1984, 3-4; SMR 2649). 

18. An area of burning in Northampton Sand at SP 6930 7885. A single worked nint and scatter of Iron Age, 

Romano-British and early/middle Saxon pottery lay close by at SP 693 789 (Barcham 1984, 4; SMR 

2645). 

19. Possible ditch, undated, in Northampton Sand at SP 6935 7885. 

20. Possible ditch, undated, on Boulder Clay at SP 6940 7887. 

21. Possible ditch, undated, on Boulder Clay at SP 6945 7888. 

22. Large, undated, ditch terminal on Boulder Clay at SP 6950 7888. 

23. Ridge and Furrow between SP 6960 7890 and SP 6980 7895. 
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24. Worked flint scatter at SP 6995 7900. A scatter of similar material was found in previous field survey at 

:Si' h��NU (liarcham 1984, 4). 

25. Ridge and Furrow between SP 7000 7900 and SP 7020 7910. 

26. Pottery scatter and area of burnt stone at SP 7080 7925. A late Neolithic / early Bronze Age barbed and 

tanged arrowhead was found by previous survey, together with a scatter of other flints at SP 709 793 

(Barcham 1984, 4). 

Clipston (FIG 7) 

1. Possible sunken-floored building, 6m x 3m, on Northampton Sand at SP 7101 7930. Its fill contained 28 

sherds (390g) of early/middle Saxon pottery. Although the assemblage is fragmentary, examination 

suggests that the sherds derive from 8 separate vessels. The fabric-types arc typical of those found on 

numerous sites across Northamptonshire and the south-east Midlands. All of the vessels had a 'wet-hand' 

or self-slipped finish. 

Fabrics 

CSF1: Black fabric with fairly dense black and purple iron-rich quartzite up to Imm diameter. 3 sherds 

from onc fairly large vessel, including one bast:-shcrd; 120g. 

CSF2: Black fabric with brown outer surface. Contains moderate amounts of grey and orange-pink sub

angular quartzite up to 2mm diameter, although the majority is less than 1mm. Rare occurrences of sub

rounded limestone up to O.5mm diameter. 13 sherds from 2 vessels, including a rim-sherd from a 'globular' 

bowl; 140g. 

CSF3: As CSF2 but with numerous small voids suggesting decayed oolitic limestone. 8 sherds from 1 

vessel; WOg. 
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CSF4: Black fabric with browning of surfaces. Dense, angular white, grey and pink quartzite up to 1mm 

diameter. Rare angular t1int up to 2mm. 2 sherds from the rim of a 'globular' bowl; 15g. 

CSF5: Black fabric. Dense, angular white and grey quartzite, mostly !<2mm diameter. 1 sherd; 109. 

CSF6: Black fabric with brown surfaces. Moderate, sub-angular dark grey and pink quartzite up to O.5mm 

diameter. 1 sherd; 5g. 

2. Possible ditch, undated, on Northampton Sand at SP 7110 7930. 

Kelmarsh (FIGS 7-9) 

1. A Bronze Age 'urnfield' cremation cemetery was located at SP 7134 7929 during topsoil-stripping of an 

area where previous survey had recorded a scatter of Iron Age and Romano-British pottery (Barcham 

1984, 4). The cemetery lay on a gentle slope overlooking a stream valley at approximately 181m above 

OD. It was cut into Upper Lias Clay, in an area where Northampton Sand outcrops locally. 

The cemetery contained between 19 and 28 individual cremation burials in two clusters of cinerary urns 

with detached outliers. At some time it may have been partly delineated by two ditches, one of which had 

been hackfilled before an urn was inserted into it. This was the only stratified event (FIG 22). Close

dating is precluded by the extreme attrition of the fabric of the cinerary urns due to the original poor 

potting-quality and the action of the modern topsoil stripping which shattered some vessels and reduced 

others to crushed smears on the suhsoil, giving rise to the wide variation in the exact number of burials 

represented. 
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Of the 19 certain burials the depth of the individual pit-graves varied between 50mm and 400mm, with the 

shallower examples suffering most from the topsoil stripping. The pits in which they had been deposited 

were O.3m - l.4m across. 

The cinerary urns were in an extremely poor state of preservation but most appear to have been of globular 

form. 

The fabric, which was black with a brown outer surface, was extremely leached, with numerous small 

voids suggesting a heavy temper of fine shell or crushed (possibly oolitic) limestone. A few grains of sub

rounded white limestone and white quartz were visible, but there were no other noticeable inclusions. 

Apart from two very small everted rim sherds, no decorated or feature sherds were present. 

Two other urnfield cemeteries are known in the county, at Briar Hill, Northampton (Bamford 1985, 47-9 & 

136), and Chapel Brampton (Bull Northamptonshire Fed Archaeol Soc 5 (1971), 1-2; Northamptonshire 

Archaeol 8, (1973), 3). At Briar Hill (SP 7362 5923) the unenclosed cemetery consisted of at least 27 pit

graves within a long sequence dated by radiocarbon between 1750bc ± 150 (HAR 4058) and 1230bc ± 70 

(HAR 4065). At Chapel Brampton (SP 722 664) radiocarbon dating suggested a date of 1296bc ± 100 

(Birm 313) and 1114bc ± 120 (Birm 314) for a cemetery comprising approximately 28 pit-graves with 

possibly associated ditches nearby. 

A general date in the second half of the second millennium BC might reasonably be advanced for the 

Clipston burials. Lack of intcrcutting between the individual pits might suggest a relatively short span of 

use. 

2. Romano-British pottery scatter at SP 7190 7915. Two cropmarks occur nearby at SP 719 793 (SMR 

2930) and SP 722 793 (SMR 4361:;), with associated surface pottery scatters (Barcham 191:;4, 4: SP 723 

789 - SMR 3187; and SP 724 791 - SMR 3578). 
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j. 1'0ssII)Ie dItCh, undated, at :SI' Ij4� /1:1)4. 

4. Two possible parallel ditches at SP 7425 7860. 

5. Ridge and Furrow at SP 7470 7873. 

6. Worked flint scatter betwecn SP 7550 7915 (Kelmarsh) and SP 7600 7920 (Harrington). 

Harrington (FIGS 9, 10) 

1. Scattcr of Romano-British pottery at SP 7620 7920. 

2. Undated ditch, 4m wide x 0.8m deep, on Lower Lincolnshire Limestone at SP 7800 7915. 

3. Romano-British enclosures and various structural remains were exposed by topsoil-stripping in a quarry 

borrow-pit on the Lower Estuarine Series south of Sandy Lane Farm at SP 785 796 where similar remains 

have long been attested (SMR 7879008). 

Salvage recording in an area �100m x �90m revealed a large ditched enclosure and many negative features 

including postholes, among which at least onc undated roundhouse can be identified, with a central four

post arrangement and possible hearths nearby (FIG 23). Other features, however, may have been lenses of 

humic material or the vestiges of later archaeological levels left behind by the topsoil-stripping. Few of 

these features other than the ditches were investigated in the short time available. Quantities of pottery 

from the backfilling of the ditches suggest that they were in use, probably with some recutling, from the 
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late 1st to the 3rd/4th centuries AD. The wares include greywares, combed coarsewares, samian, Nene 

Valley colour-coated types, and imported amphorae. 

South of the enclosure a small area of more substantial n:mains comprised part of a stone building with a 

metalled Hoor containing a coin of Victorinus (AD 268-70: RIC 57). A nearby stone oven had been 

deliberately backfilled, possibly at around the same time, as suggested by two other coins of Victorinus 

(RIC 67 and possibly 109) and one of Tetricus I (AD 270-3: possibly RIC 72). 

4. A series of undated ditches and a Romano-British pottery scatter on Northampton Sand at SP 7945 7980. 

5. Undated hollow in Upper Lias Clay at SP 8110 8055. Scattcrs of worked Hints have been recorded 

previously at SP 863 808 (Barcham 1984, 6; SMR 2620). Similarly, at SP 873 757 (Pytchley parish) a 

scatter of Hint and Romano-British pottery, where nearby cropmarks have also been noted (SP 876 756: 

Barcham 1984, 6; SMR 1893). 

Weekley (FIG 14) 

1. Topsoil-stripping for the road corridor disturbed human remains in an area 58m long x 9m wide 

immediately to the north of Weekley Wood Lane (SP 8830 8108; SMR 88RI016). The site lay on 

limestone and marl of the Upper Estuarine Series at approximately 101m above OD. Staff from the county 

Archaeology Unit recorded the remains after being alerted by Mr B Bellamy. Salvage excavation recorded 

31 inhumation burials within a cemetery which may extend to the north of the completed road corridor 

(FIG 24). The skeletal remains were badly damaged both by the modern topsoil-stripping and previous 

ridge and furrow cultivation, indicating a pre-medieval date. Neither related artefacts nor coffin remains 

were forthcoming, so further dating remains speculative. 
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All of the skeletons were extended and supine, and aligned approximately east-west, with their heads at the 

west. A short sequence was apparent in that grave 2 cut grave 1, and grave 9 cut grave 8. Grave 17/18 

may have been a coeval interment, latcr complemented by the insertion of grave 21, which, togcther with 

graves 16 and 26, possibly contained a child or adolescent. The remainder were either adult or 

indeterminate, in that the state of bone prescrvation and lack of whole body-parts precludc further ageing 

or sex-detcrmination. 

2. A Post-Medieval trackway on the Upper Estuarine Series at SP 8844 8114 (SMR 8881017). A similar 

feature was identified hereabout by trial-excavation in 1960 (Barcham 1984, 6; SMR site 1222). 

3. Post-medieval brickworking remains on the Upper Estuarine Series at SP 8885 8115. An archaeological 

survey was carried out at the western fringe of Boughton Park prior to construction work related to the 

Kettering Northern Bypass (FIG 18). Earthworks representing ridge-and-furrow cultivation, landscapc 

terracing and elements of a former 18th/19th-century brickmaking industry were surveyed and drawn. A 

magnetometcr survey demonstrated the survival of kilns and stackyards. A track constructed of kiln

wasters was observed during earthmoving operations. Plain bricks, coping-bricks, roughly-frogged bricks, 

roof tiles and Blackware types of pottery were recovered. Some examples of the pottery were fused by 

f1uxed glaze to bricks, indicating simultaneous firing of domestic pottery and building materials (Dix £! ill. 

1992; et" S Midlands Archaeol, 23 (1993), 49). 

Pytchley (FIG 16) 

I. A Neolithic or Bronze Age flint scraper was recovered near Pylchley Lodge at SP 8765 7560. 

2. Scatter of worked flint, Romano-British and Medieval pottery at Pytchley Lodge SP 8770 7560 Cs. 

Midlands Archaeol, 21 (1991), 71). 
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Burton Latimer (FIGS 16, 17) 

1. Possible ditch, undated, on Northampton Sand at SP 8952 7602. 

2. Possible diteh and fragmentary limestone wall, both undated, on Northampton Sand at SP 8957 7604. 

3. Spreads of burnt stone and a possible pit containing burnt material, all undated, on Northampton Sand at 

SP 8959 7604. 

4. Twenty-four pits, a serics of gullies and four 'hollows' stretched along the road-cutting for 73m on 

Northampton Sand at SP 9025 7633 (FIG 26). Cf S Midlands Archaeol, 21 (1991), 71. The features may 

include the remains of two possible huts. A total of 175 sherds of middle Iron Age pottery was recovered 

from 22 of the features and a further 68 sherds were unstratified. A large cropmark complex has been 

noted previously at SP 903 762, together with a scatter of worked f lints (Barcham 1984, 6; SMR 2004). 

At SP 915 763 evidcnce of Romano-British activity ranges from dense pottery scatters to exposed 

structural remains (Barcham 1984,7; SMR 1214). 

5. Surface scatter of Iron Age, Romano-British and Anglo-Saxon pottery around SP 916 765 (Burton 

Latimer/Cranford St Andrew) on Northampton Sand. Part of a possible early Saxon enclosure was 

revealed at the edge of the roadway cut which otherwise exposed outlying pits of the nearby Roman site (s. 

Midlands Archaeol, 20 (1990), 38). 

Islip (FIGS 19,20) 

1. A close-set, roughly oval concentration of limestone and ironstone fragments � 6m x 4m on Northampton 
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Sand at SP 9735 7809. It contained pitched stones at its western end which overlay a soft brown sandy 

Slit wIth small Ironstone tragments. A rectangular area ot dark matenal In the centre ot the teature had 

possibly resulted from burning. The removal of stones from the western half of the feature exposed parts 

of two possible ditches aligned north-west to south-east. A separate broadly U-shaped ditch 0.22m deep 

lay to the north beyond the edge of the stones and appeared strati graphically to be later. Prehistoric pottery 

was recovered amongst and beneath the stones, but in the absence of certain evidence for funerary usage or 

for the presence of contemporary enclosing ditches the function of the feature remains uncertain (� 

Midlands Archaeol, 20 (1990), 40). 

2. Worked flint scatter and small pit, also a single sherd of Roman pottery close by, all on Northampton Sand 

in the area SP 9735 7808 to SP 9770 7795. 

3. Two small ditches or pits on Northampton Sand at SP 9795 7795. A small quantity of Iron Age pottery 

was recovered. 

4. A small infilled quarry or pond in Northampton Sand at SP 9820 7795. This produced a quantity of Iron 

Age poUery. 

5. Fieldwalking by Paul Martin had previously recovered an extensive late Neolithic / early Bronze Age flint 

scatter which included fragments of four polished axes (plus a fifth of Langdale rock) together with one 

barbed-and-tanged and six transverse arrowheads. Some Mesolithic pieces were also present. Although 

the material occurred either side of a former railway cutting, the principal concentration occurred in an 

area �120m x 60m on Northampton Sand which is here apparently thrown against Great Oolite Limestone 

at SP 9834 7792 (SMR 1812). Subsequent trial trenches showed that any contemporary features were 

mostly ploughed out apart from possible settlement elements of shal low ditches and occasional pits which 
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had survived beneath a headland (FIG 27). Cf S Midlands Archaeol, 20 (1990), 38-40. They contained 

pottery from at least three vessels as follows (FIG 28): 

1. Late Neolithic I early Bronze Age vessel, 40 sherds, 168g. Friable black fabric with orange-brown 

outer surface. Few visible inclusions, although heavily-pitted outer surface and numerous voids suggest 

leached shell temper. 

2. Single sherd of beaker pottery, 7g. Dark grey, slightly sandy fabric with orange-brown outer surface. 

Sparse, sub-rounded white, grey and orange-brown quartzite up to O.5mm, a few fragments J;;1mm. 

Somewhat abraded, although cord impressions and stabbing are visible on the outer surface. 

3. Late Ncolithic I early Bronze Age vessel, 12 sherds, 65g. Black, friable fabric with orange-brown outer 

surfaces. Moderate to dense temper of angular grey and white flint up to lOmm, although the majority is 

3mm or less. 

Vessel 1 appears very similar in form and decoration to a vessel of the third millennium BC from Ecton 

(Barn ford 1975, tlg 6.2), although the latter occurs in a flint and quartz fabric. A residual sherd with a 

herringbone pattern of cord impressions of the same type was also found in a Bronze Age barrow at Earl's 

Barton, Northants (Jackson 1984). 

Islip vessel 3 appears similar to another late Neolithic vessel from Ecton (Bamford 1975, fig 8.22) 

although the fabric is again different, with the Ecton vessel being grog-tempcrcd. 

The Beaker sherd from Islip has no direct local parallels but its presence suggests that a date of the late 

third or early second millennium BC would not be inappropriate for the !slip group. 

6. Limestone trackway, or other metalled surface, on first terrace river gravels at SP 987 780. There was no 
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dating evidence. (S Midlands Archacol, 20 (1990), 40). 

Woodford (FIG 20) 

1. An archaeological evaluation of land centred upon SP 988 774 was carried out in 1989 on behalf of 

AF.Budge (Contractors) Ltd, in connection with a proposal to extract sand and gravel for road 

construction east of Grange Road, Woodford. The application site comprised 13.1 ha (32.37 acres) of 

low-lying arable land on first terrace river gravels at approximately 33-34m above OD. 

Widespread remains have long been attested in the area, including a former Roman villa at Q SP 988 774 

(SMR 1814; RCHME 1975, 112: Woodford [6]) and a nearby cropmark site of enclosure ditches and hut

circles (SMR 1815; RCHME 1975,112 with fig 117 and p14: Woodford [5]). 

The evaluation demonstrated the widespread survival of Iron Age ditches and postholes in the southern 

half of the field (Dix 1989). Subsequent quarrying was therefore confined to the northern part of the 

application site, which related watching brief confirmed as lying largely outside the area of archaeological 

interest. 

Thrapston (FIG 21) 

1. Two ditches aligned north-east to south-west containing a small quantity of Iron Age pottery. The area 

between them contained a number of possible pits, four post holes, and a possible surface of limestone 

pieces set in clay. These features may comprise a possible Iron Age enclosure. On glacial sand and gravel 

at TL 0059 7800 (S Midlands Archaeol, 20 (1990), 40). 

2. Scatters of worked flint and Medieval pottery between TL 006 781 and TL 011 782. 
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3. Pit containing a small quantity of prehistoric pottery on Boulder Clay at TL 00707809. 
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